30TH ILFA E-IURE CONVENTION
MADRID, SPAIN
May 18 – 20, 2017

Transfers: All participants are required to take care of
their own transfers. Generally speaking, Madrid’s public
transportation is very efficient and even though it is
considered very safe, it requires at least, the same
minimum precautions you may take in your home cities.

Thursday, May 18th
19:00 Welcome cocktail dinner hosted by ILP Abogados and
served by San Julio in our offices, located at Paseo de la
Castellana, 120 5º izq (120, Paseo de la Castellana, 5th
floor, left door), Madrid.
Dress code - Casual, Smart casual
Directions from NH Colon Hotel:
By Metro, Nuevos Ministerios station, Line 10.
By Bus, line 27 going up Paseo de la Castellana. The
bus stop is in front of Hard Rock Café, get off at “AZCA
stop, in front of Torre Picasso (Picasso’s Tower)”.
It is a 10 minutes’ ride by taxi, around 6 or 9 euros.

Friday, May 19th
10:00 - 11:30

Convention meeting at the hotel NH Colon, Calle Marqués
de Zurgena, 4, (4, Marqués de Zurgena Street) Madrid

11:30 - 12:30

Coffee break.

12:30 - 14:00

Prospects of the Spanish Economy: An Overview. By
Ignacio Sanchez-Asiain Sanz.

14:00

Cocktail lunch will be served at the Hotel (Indoors or
terrace depending on the weather).
After lunch, all participants will enjoy some time off

20:30

Dinner at La Atrevida (Oscar Velasco), restaurantelaatrevida.com
Located in Calle Lagasca, 64 (64, Lagasca Street) Madrid

Directions: Walking/quick taxi ride from the hotel.
23:30

Night drinks at Welkhome Club, calle Monte Esquinza 15
(15 Monte Esquinza Street) Madrid. welkhomeclub.com
Directions: Walking/quick taxi ride from the restaurant.

Friday's Dress code - smart casual dressing for the
morning, casual, smart casual for the night.

Saturday, May 20th
12:00

We are happy to settle some plans around noon for you,
please confirm by e-mail if you are willing to enjoy time off
during Saturday’s morning or to join us, our alternatives
depends on the number of people for that group.

14:00

Lunch at Los Arroces de Segis, Madrid (Typical Paella
place) restaurantemicasa.es/madrid/. Located in Calle
Infanta Mercedes, 109 (109 Infanta Mercedes Street)
Directions: It is close to Line 10 metro stations’ Cuzco and
Plaza Castilla, and Bus lines 27, 40 and 147, but since the walks
from the stations/stops are not straight but kind of tricky, it is
advisable to get there by taxi.

After lunch, all participants will enjoy some time off
21:00

Dinner at La Contraseña, www.restaurantelacontrasena.com
Located in Calle Ponzano, 6 (6 Ponzano Street)
Same room at restaurant is reserved for Night’s /after
dinner’s drinks.

Saturday's Dress code - Casual, smart casual

